1 NAME
compile.pl - Compiles SJ source using compile option specified

2 SYNOPSIS
compile.pl [no-compile] [run] [-help] /path/to/source/package/

3 DESCRIPTION
compile.pl looks for .sj files in supplied directory and compiles them using the compile instructions on first line of comment The first two lines of a sj file will usually be

//$ sessionjc src/foo/bar/Name.sj -d lib/
//$ sessionj -cp lib/ foo.bar.Name arg0 arg1

With the first line specifying compile command and second line run command

4 OPTIONS
-n, --no-compile
   Do not run compile command on .sj files found
-r, --run
   Prints command to run the compiled sessionj class.
-h, --help
   This help text.

5 EXAMPLE
To compile and show command to execute

./compile.pl --run src/foo/bar/

6 AUTHOR
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